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In “Images of Japan in Four Korean World Maps Compiled in the Fifteenth and 
Sixteenth Centuries,” published in this journal in 2009, I discussed the representations 
of Japan in four Korean world maps held in Japan.  Here, I wish to discuss two other 
issues related to the Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to (Comprehensive Map of Integrated Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to (Comprehensive Map of Integrated Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to
Lands and Regions of Historical Countries and Capitals), which is preserved by the 
Ōmiya Library, Ryūkoku University Academic Information Center.  (This map will be 
referred to below by its common abbreviation, Kangnido.)  The first topic is the re-
mounting of the Ryūkoku Kangnido, for which a date by which that project was com-
pleted can be known.  The second is the placement of Japan, which may perhaps be 
attributed to Chinese–Japanese interaction.

The Ryūkoku Kangnido is currently bordered top and bottom, right and left by sin-Kangnido is currently bordered top and bottom, right and left by sin-Kangnido
gle pieces of material.  These four border pieces are not original to the map, though.  
Rather, they replaced an earlier mounting.  That earlier mounting may be known 
through a black-and-white photograph of the full map.1)

The description below of the previous form of the Ryūkoku Kangnido, as a map 
mounted as a hanging scroll, is based upon what can be seen in that black-and-white 
photograph.  From the photograph it appears that the map was mounted in what is 
called in Japan the fukurohyōgu style.  In this mounting style, one border piece is set on fukurohyōgu style.  In this mounting style, one border piece is set on fukurohyōgu
each side of the object ( J. honshi ).  These pieces are glued over the object’s edges, a 
practice which protects those edges from fraying.  There is one horizontal border 
piece above the map ( J. ten) and one below the map ( J. ten) and one below the map ( J. ten chi ).  On the right side and the 
left side are vertical pieces ( J. hashira).  The vertical pieces extend from the top of the hashira).  The vertical pieces extend from the top of the hashira
object to the bottom of the object; the horizontal pieces extend from the outer edge of 
one vertical piece to the outer edge of the other vertical piece.  The four sides thus en-
compass the object, the map of the knowable world as Koreans could reproduce it in 
the fifteenth century.  The color(s) in the four border pieces can not be confirmed 
through the black-and-white photograph.

All four border pieces bear the same design in the same pattern.  The individual 
images are inconsistent, suggesting that this design may have been produced from a 
stencil pattern ( J. katagami, K. katagami, K. katagami hyŏngji ).  As stencil patterns became common in the 
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seventeenth century in Japan, it is possible that these border pieces were affixed to the 
Ryūkoku Kangnido long after its completion.Kangnido long after its completion.Kangnido

Visible in the photograph are three rows of a lotus design in the upper border piece.  
The rows alternate in the placement of the lotus images, with those in the second row 
set below the open space between two images in the row above.  In the first and third 
rows are twenty-six images.  Those at the right and left edges are not complete.  In the 
second row are twenty-five complete images.  Those in the third, and bottom, row are 
incomplete; much of the base below the flower in each design is not visible.  The up-
per border extends far enough over the upper edge of the object, the map, to obscure 
the top of some of the Chinese characters that comprise the map’s title.  This overlap 
is most striking in the first character K. hon, the third character K. hon, the third character K. hon kang, the seventh kang, the seventh kang
character K. kuk, and the ninth character K. kuk, and the ninth character K. kuk chi.chi.chi

Below the object, two rows of images are visible.  In the top row are twenty-six im-
ages, and in the bottom row are twenty-five images.  In both the right border piece 
and the left border piece is one column of twelve images.  The images in all four bor-
der pieces face the same direction.

Other black-and-white photographs of the Ryūkoku Kangnido accompany this pho-Kangnido accompany this pho-Kangnido
tograph.  All appear to have been taken at the same time or to have been printed from 
the same film.  Stamped on the back of the photograph described above is the date 
“Shōwa 44.11.26,” or November 26, 1969.  This date confirms that the Ryūkoku Kang-
nido was mounted and framed at that time.  Also affixed to the back side of the photo-nido was mounted and framed at that time.  Also affixed to the back side of the photo-nido
graph is a vermillion seal in a single column and 6.9 × 2.9 cm in size which reads 
“Ryūkoku daigaku tosho.”

The Ōmiya Library also possesses a black-and white photograph of the full 
Ryūkoku Kangnido map framed in its current mounting.Kangnido map framed in its current mounting.Kangnido 2)  An envelope accompanying 
this photograph bears the date “46.6.9.”  Here, “46” is without doubt the forty-sixth 
year of the Shōwa Emperor’s reign.  The date thus is June 9, 1971.  It would appear 
that the Ryūkoku Kangnido was re-mounted between November 26, 1969, and June 9, Kangnido was re-mounted between November 26, 1969, and June 9, Kangnido
1971.

The new mounting too is in the fukurohyōgu style.  Again, the Ryūkoku fukurohyōgu style.  Again, the Ryūkoku fukurohyōgu Kangnido has Kangnido has Kangnido
been framed as a map mounted as a hanging scroll.  There are horizontal upper bor-
der and lower border pieces and vertical right border and left border pieces.  All four 
pieces are in gold-colored fabric with a lotus design.  In the upper border piece are at 
least six rows and in the lower border piece are nine rows of these images arranged in 
alternating rows.  In the odd-numbered rows are 152 images of the design, with the 
image at the right edge incomplete.  In the even-numbered rows are 153 images.  The 
bottom row of the upper border piece begins at the viewer’s left side indented one im-
age space.  The row above it begins at the left edge; the second image in that row is in 
the third image space.  In this way the images form an alternating pattern in all four 
pieces.

In the right border and left border pieces are the same images.  These are repeated 
in a total of 259 rows.  The left border piece and the right border piece each have five 
images in the alternating rows.  In the right border piece, however, the left edge was 
cut in such a way that the image at the left edge is not complete.  The vertical pieces 
are a darker shade of gold than the horizontal pieces.  The Ryūkoku Kangnido that Kangnido that Kangnido
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scholars currently study is that whose mounting can be confirmed at least from June 9, 
1971.

The second topic of this paper is the placement of Japan in the Ryūkoku Kangnido.  
That this country appears far to the south has often been noted in the scholarship.  
Not widely accepted is the view that the location of Japan reflects the directions and 
distance to Japan as written in the “Record of Japan” in the late third century history 
Weishu.3)  Gari Ledyard restates the strongest explanations.  First, Japan is directly be-
low Chosŏn because there is not enough map surface to the east (or, to the viewer’s 
right) of Chosŏn to situate Japan in a more accurate position vis-à-vis the Korean pen-
insula.  Second, Japan appears further south than its actual geographical location be-
cause Chinese maps of the Song and Yuan periods typically set the island country far 
to the south.4)  Also, it is assumed in the literature that the setting of Japan in the 
Ryūkoku Kangnido followed that in the original Kangnido followed that in the original Kangnido Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to, which 
was compiled in 1402 but is not extant.

Yi Hoe worked primarily from two Chinese maps when compiling the 1402 Kang-
nido, Shengjiao guangbei tu (Map of the Vast Reach of [Civilization’s] Resounding Teach-Shengjiao guangbei tu (Map of the Vast Reach of [Civilization’s] Resounding Teach-Shengjiao guangbei tu
ing) compiled by Li Zemin and Guanglun jiangli tu (Map of Integrated Regions and Guanglun jiangli tu (Map of Integrated Regions and Guanglun jiangli tu
Terrains) by the Chinese monk Qingjun.  However, these two maps, both of which 
were completed in the fourteenth century during the Yuan period, are not extant.  It is 
not clear whether Yi situated Japan based upon none, one, or both of these Chinese 
maps.  The province names and other details in the representation of Japan are gener-
ally believed to have derived from a map of Japan that Pak Tonji compiled in Japan 
from two Japanese maps.

Four Chinese maps from the Song and Yuan periods will be discussed below.  In 
these Chinese maps, Japan appears as a single circular cartouche or as a single oval 
cartouche with the two characters 日本, or Japan, printed vertically inside the car-
touche.  The first map is “Gujin huayi quyu zongyao tu” (The General Survey Map of 
Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories from the Past through the Present).  It appeared 
in Lidai dili zhizhang tu (Handy Geographical Maps throughout the Ages), a volume Lidai dili zhizhang tu (Handy Geographical Maps throughout the Ages), a volume Lidai dili zhizhang tu
whose first printing has been dated to the 1130s.5)  “Gujin huayi quyu zongyao tu” de-
picts China of the Northern Song period.  This map has Japan (Riben) and Liuqiu Riben) and Liuqiu Riben
(Ryukyu?) in the waters to the east.  Here, Japan is on a plane with the place name 
Jiangyin, in Liangzhe Circuit.  Early in the Jianyan reign period of 1127–1130, Jiangyin 
was restored as a Military Prefecture (C. jun).  The Southern Song government closed jun).  The Southern Song government closed jun
this military prefecture in 1157, and restored it in 1161.6)  Other names in the sea in-
clude, from north to south, Donghai (East Sea), which is between the mainland and 
the Korean peninsula, Fusang, Wonu, (the imagined place of) Maoren, Changguo, 
Xiayi, Sanfoqi, and Zhanpo.  Wonu, carved north of Japan, probably is a reference to 
the land of Nu in Wo, or in Japanese as Na in Wa, the political entity upon whose 
leader the emperor of Later Han is generally believed to have bestowed a gold seal in 
57.

The second map is “Yudi tu” (Map of China), extant as a rubbing.  This rubbing is 
held by Rikkyokuan, a sub-temple of Tōfukuji, one of the Gozan Rinzai Zen temples 
in Kyoto.  The map is believed to date to between 1265 and 1274.7)  (In Japan, this 
map is often referred to as the “Nan-Sō takuhon Yochi zu,” or the Rubbing of the Map 
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of China, from Southern Song China.)  The Tōfukuji monk Hakuun Keigyō arrived in 
Southern Song China for study in 1266, and brought this rubbing with him when re-
turning to Japan in 1279.8)  The rubbing almost certainly was produced in the period 
between the map’s completion and Hakuun’s departure for Japan.

In the rubbing vertical rectangle cartouches bearing place names are in the waters 
to the east.  Among the place names are Japan, Maoren, Liuqiu, (the imagined place 
of) Fusang, and (the imagined place of) Penglai-shan.  Written into the waters south of 
China are Sanfoqi and Zhan[po?].  Japan is on a plane with Tong-zhou, in Huainan 
Dong Circuit in Southern Song China.9)  Tong-zhou is the next place name north of 
Jiangyin in “Gujin huayi quyu zongyao tu.”

The third map is “Dong Zhendan dilitu” (Map of Eastern China), in Fozu tongji by Fozu tongji by Fozu tongji
Dashi Zhipan (dates unknown) and completed in 1269.  In the waters to the east are 
two confirmed locations and one imagined place.10)  The former two are Japan and, to 
the south, Liuqiu.  The imagined place is Fusang, which is set north of Japan.  In Dao-
ist imaginaries, Fusang was where the suns rotated, and thus was beyond Japan.  “Fu-
sang” became another name for Japan in Chinese writing, and also entered Japanese 
writing about their country.

In this map Japan is on the same plane as the boundary line separating Liangzhe Xi 
Circuit to the north and Liangzhe Dong Circuit to the south.  Among Chinese place 
names, Japan is on a plane with “Ming,” or Ming-zhou, in Liangzhe Dong Circuit.11)

Liuqiu is on a plane with Fujian Circuit.
The fourth map is “Hunyi zhudao zhi tu” (Map of the Integrated Circuits), in 

Xinbian shiwen leiju hanwo daquan.  Liu Yingli (?–1311), who earned the jinshi in South-jinshi in South-jinshi
ern Song in 1274, is believed to have completed this text in the Yuan period.  The 
printed volume in which this map is found has been dated to the Taiding reign year 
period, or to between 1324 and 1328.2.  The “Hunyi zhudao zhi tu” shows confirmed 
places in the waters to the east.  These are the countries of Koryŏ and Japan.12)  Japan 
is on a plane with “Zhexi Circuit,” or Liangzhe Xi Circuit.

Japan appears furthest north in the oldest of these four maps, “Gujin huayi quyu 
zongyao tu.”  The cartouche for Japan is in the upper half of that map.  In the three 
later maps, Japan is set on a plane with Mingzhou, or Ningbo as it is called today.  The 
Song government expected ships sailing from Japan to dock, announce arrival, and 
pay the appropriate levies at Mingzhou, whose waters were deeper than those near 
the economic hub of Hangzhou.

Mingzhou was the center of networks that linked the Chinese mainland, the Japa-
nese archipelago, the Korean peninsula’s coastal areas, and distant inland areas in Chi-
na in the Song and Yuan periods.13)  Robert Borgen notes that the Chinese merchant 
ship carrying the Japanese monk Jōjin to China took eighteen days to travel from Min-
gzhou Bay to Hangzhou in 1072.  He suggests that the Chinese crew may have been 
seeking “to avoid officialdom and its tax collectors.  Normally, a ship from Japan 
would have arrived in Mingzhou, the modern Ningbo.  Jōjin’s ship, however, appears 
to have taken some trouble to avoid that city, possibly in an effort to elude its customs 
office.”14)  Perhaps Chinese mapmakers in the Song and Yuan periods did not simply 
set Japan further south than its geographical location.  Rather, perhaps Chinese map-
makers placed Japan near to Mingzhou.
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In the Ryūkoku Kangnido, Japan’s main islands of Kyushu, Honshu, and Shikoku 
are set close together.  (Honshu and Shikoku are joined by a mistake in the drawing of 
Shikoku.)  Iki Island is north of the tip of western Honshu (remembering that Honshu 
is turned vertically).  And north of Iki is Tsushima Island, which is on a plane with 
Cheju Island and appropriately close to the Korean Peninsula.

Looking across the water to the coast of Yuan China, the western tip of Honshu and 
Kyushu are south of Fuzhou Circuit, which was south of Mingzhou.15)  More specifical-
ly, the western tip of Honshu and Kyushu are on a plane with Xinghua Circuit, which 
was south of Fuzhou Circuit.16)  Both Fuzhou and Xinghua circuits are further south 
than the circuits on a plane with Japan in the four Chinese maps discussed above.  
That is, Japan is further south in the Ryūkoku Kangnido than in any of these four maps.  Kangnido than in any of these four maps.  Kangnido
Even if Japan were rotated so that the three main islands were in a more appropriate 
setting, though, Kyushu, Shikoku, and much of Honshu still would be south of Fuzhou 
Circuit.

This extension of the 2009 paper profiling the representations of Japan in the four 
extant Korean world maps has treated elements of the Ryūkoku Kangnido’s paratext 
and the placement of Japan.  That these two mountings for the world map have dis-
played Buddhist symbols may not be surprising.  Ryūkoku University is affiliated with 
the Nishi Honganji temple, of the Pure Land Buddhism ( J. Jōdo Shinshū) sect, in Kyo-
to.  The location of Japan in this world map reflects Chinese cartography of the Song 
and Yuan periods.  It may also reflect, as perhaps the earlier Chinese maps do, the 
role of Mingzhou and Ningbo in Chinese-Japanese interactions from the Song period 
into the second half of the fourteenth century.
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